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Description:
This report focuses on LCD Backlight Module volume and value at global level, regional level and company level. From a global perspective, this report represents overall LCD Backlight Module market size by analyzing historical data and future prospect. Regionally, this report focuses on several key regions: North America, Europe, China and Japan. At company level, this report focuses on the production capacity, ex-factory price, revenue and market share for each manufacturer covered in this report. The following manufacturers are covered:
Radiant
Coretronic
Heesung Electronics
Forhouse
chilin Opto
Kenmos Technology
Forward Electronics
Taesan LCD
Hansol LCD
DS LCD
New Optics
DID
sharp
Stanley
CPT
HannStar
Minebea
OMRON
K-Bridge
Skyworth
Hisense

Segment by Regions
North America
Europe
China
Japan
South Korea

Segment by Type
RGB Backlight Module
White Backlight Module
Other

Segment by Application
Consumer Appliances
Electric
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